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Summary: Comping over challenging tunes can be a daunting task without specific strategies. In this 
podcast, I’m going to cover several comping techniques to implement over the tune “Airegin” by Miles 
Davis. This is a great tune to work on your chord voicings because it goes through several different chord 
types and key centers. Specifically, we will take a look at the Minor 6th diminished scale comping 
technique and a string of 2-5-1’s in different keys. As always, you can apply these techniques to any 
tune! Have fun! 
 
 
No practice materials  
No Lead magnet. 
 
If you have questions or suggestions for a podcast lesson you would like us to do, please leave them in 
the comments down below.  
 
 
_____________ 
 
Have you been trying to learn jazz piano with youtube videos, dvds, teachers but feel 
like you're still constantly guessing, can't play any tunes without copying what someone else has played, 
and don't know how to connect all the tid bits you've learned?  
 
I went through the same thing but thankfully stumbled upon a learning system I created based on  
proven language learning blocks.  
 
The JPS System brings you through 4 main categories of learning,  
Theory, Technique, Improvisation and Repertoire.  
 
I'll show you exactly how to utilize our popular system so  
you can finally achieve jazz piano freedom: http://jazzpianoschool.com/lookinside 
 
___________ 
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